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Antler: On Track For a Busy Q1 2021 With 
Completion of a Maiden Resource & PFS Looking 

Into Recommencing Production, as Wide High 
Grade Copper Intersections Continue  

Investment Summary: Since acquiring the historic Antler Copper Mine in 
Arizona in January 2020, NWC has wasted no time undertaking an 
aggressive drilling campaign targeting extensions to known mineralisation 
beneath existing historical high grade workings. The drilling has proven to be 
a standout success, delivering several better than expected wide 
intersections of copper dominated polymetallic mineralisation. 

Not only are the recent intercepts high grade and thick in nature, we note the 
potential of the mineralisation to significantly increase in size both along 
strike and at depth as the Company steps out its drilling activities.  The most 
recent results bolster this view highlighting two key things that we are 
watching closely; Firstly the mineralisation appears to be increasing in 
thickness at depth possibly indicating that a larger body may be present and 
secondly, initial step out drilling along strike to the south of the old mining 
area and historical resource envelope has delivered early success with new 
wide high grade mineralisation being intersected. 

We expect the Company will continue to announce strong results from Antler  
building on historical resources which, we anticipate should well exceed 5Mt 
grading ~4%CuEq, with a high quality maiden resource estimate targeted for 
Q1 2021. With drilling continuing through December and the Company 
planning to complete a Pre Feasibility Study (PFS) Q1 2021 targeting re-
commencement of production at Antler in 2022, we see there being no 
shortage of exciting positive news coming out of the Company in the coming 
weeks. We therefore have confidence to rate the Company’s shares at this 
moment as a Speculative BUY. 

• Quality Portfolio of Highly Prospective Copper Projects Favourably 
Located in the North American Mid West Copper Belt 

• Antler Copper Mine : Drilling Intercepts Continuing to Exceed 

Expectation Delivering Wide, High Grade intercepts: 

• 23.3m grading 3.48% Cu, 8.84% Zn, 1.24% Pb, 64.4gpt Ag & 0.50gpt Au   (6.7% CuEq)  
• 30.5m grading 1.99% Cu, 4.85% Zn, 0.09% Pb, 11.1gpt Ag & 0.46gpt Au   (3.6% CuEq)  
• 17.4m grading 2.63% Cu, 6.72% Zn, 0.64% Pb, 26.9gpt Ag & 0.26gpt Au   (4.6% CuEq)  
• 10.6m grading 4.15% Cu, 8.22% Zn, 0.69% Pb, 32.4gpt Ag & 0.50gpt Au   (6.8% CuEq) 
• 22.5m grading 1.72% Cu, 1.53% Zn, 0.23% Pb, 13.2gpt Ag & 0.12gpt Au   (2.2% CuEq) 

• Targeting: Maiden JORC Resource >5Mt grading ~4% Cu 

equivalent  in Indicated-Inferred Category by End of Q1 2021  

• PFS: Recommencement of Production Targeted for 2022: PFS 
planned to be completed within Q1 2021 based on the new JORC 2012 
resource estimate. The PFS will focus on restarting high grade 
underground production at Antler early in 2022.  

• Significant Exploration Upside Potential: Initial step out drilling & 
compelling geophysics strongly indicates Antler may be significantly 
larger than previously thought. Most recent intercepts demonstrate  
mineralisation thickening at depth and initial step out drilling 300m to the 
south of the old mine and historical resource area, along a 1km long 
strong coincident magnetic and IP anomalous zone, has identified the 
presence of new previously unknown wide high grade mineralisation. 
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A high quality 
stand out portfolio 

of copper 
dominated 

polymetallic 
deposits located in 
the North American 
Mid West Copper 

Belt  

 

 
The Antler Copper 
Mine is now key 

focus  
 
 
 

 
Antler has not seen 

any exploration 
since the mid 

1970’s despite the 
presence of a 

sizeable high grade 
resource  

 

 

 

 

 
The Company has 

not wasted any 
time aggressively 
launching into a 
very successful 

drilling campaign 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Antler is a VMS 
Deposit located 

near to some very 
large copper 

deposits  
 
 

The deposit has 
very strong 

potential to grow 
well beyond  5Mt 

 
Q1 2021 will be a 

very busy time for 
NWC with 

substantial news 
flow expected 

 

 
Accumulate on any 

share price 
weakness over the 

festive period 

Company Overview 

New World Resources Limited (“NWC” or “the Company”) is an Australian junior resources 

company holding a quality portfolio of copper dominated polymetallic projects  strategically 

located within the well established North American Mid West Copper belt, host to some of 

the worlds largest copper mines. 

Following restructuring and recapitalisation in 2017, NWC’s initial focus was on drilling its 

Colson Cobalt–Copper project in Idaho in 2018, during times of high cobalt prices.  Whilst 

the drilling was very successful, the Company switched focus to the Antler Copper Mine in 

Arizona, a new acquisition opportunity that it secured in January 2020. 

 Antler is a 

Volcanic Massive 

Sulphide (VMS) 

copper dominated 

polymetallic 

deposit located in 

northwest Arizona.  

The deposit was 

mined up to 1970 

and prior to 

NWC’s acquisition  

has not seen any 

exploration since 

1975 despite the 

presence of a 

sizeable (4.7Mt) 

historical high 

grade resource. 

In a very short time since Antler’s acquisition, the Company has undertaken a considerable 

amount of drilling and has delivered a consistent, continuous flow of very positive results in 

the form of a series of wide (10 to 30m thick) high grade (4 to 5%CuEq) copper dominant 

polymetallic intercepts. This somewhat demonstrates the deposit not only continues at 

depth, but also appears to be getting thicker with increasing depth.  Whether this equates to 

the potential to discover a larger feeder body at depth, similar to neighbouring United Verde 

Mine (33Mt grading 4.8% CuEq) additional exploration  in time will tell. 

Encouraged by Antler having received little attention since the 1970’s, NWC management 

recognised early on the deposit’s potential to be sizeable, noting the mineralisation has a 

surface expression over a 750m strike length.  Now shifting focus, having successfully 

proven thick high grade mineralisation is present beneath existing workings, the Company 

has now started to step out its drilling to test for along strike extensions. Most recent (initial 

step out) drilling has delivered very encouraging results and current drilling  is now testing 

strike extension targets located south of the old mine’s headframe along a large 1km long 

strong coincident magnetic and I.P. geophysical anomaly. 

The very positive results from drilling to date in combination with a historical 

resource base has enabled the Company to effectively catapult Antler into Pre 

Feasibility Study (PFS) mode looking into the potential of re-establishing high grade 

underground production at the project as early as 2022. 

The combination of anticipated thick high grade intercepts continuing from ongoing drilling 

and the official commencement of the PFS in tandem with a new JORC Indicated-Inferred 

resource, all planned to be completed in the coming quarter is starting to attract interest in 

the Company as investors speculate the delivery of positive results in the form of a number 

of announcements in Q1 and Q2 2021.   We are at this point confident  to place a 

Speculative BUY rating on NWC and recommend further accumulation on any 

potential share price weakness over the Christmas and New Year period.  
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Antler Copper Mine (NWC earning 100%) : An Overlooked, 

Under Explored  Brownfields Mine Re-Development 

Opportunity in a Proven High Grade Copper District, 

Advantageously  located in a Mining Friendly Jurisdiction  

Location & Tenure 

NWC’s Antler Copper Mine Project (“Antler”) or (“the Project) covering  380 acres  of 

patented and unpatented mining claims, encompassing  the historic Antler Copper Mine and 

surrounds, is located approximately 230km southeast of Las Vegas 250km northwest of 

Phoenix in northwest Arizona.   The Project is advantageously located in an historic copper 

and gold mining district now seeing a resurgence in activity situated within 20km of the 

township of Yucca and key utilities. 

Antler: Located in the Heartland of US Domestic Copper Production  

Arizona is extremely important to the US as a domestic source of copper. Approximately 

70% of US copper production is supplied by the state annually. From a commercial 

perspective for NWC, with substantial copper mining and processing expertise in the state,  

easy project access, located within a established copper mining district with power and 

water available,  we share NWC’s view the Project has very strong potential to be able to re-

establish a new high grade, low capex, high margin  mining operation in the near term. 

Historical Production 

Discovered in the late 1800’s Antler produced copper with minor gold and base metals 

intermittently up to 1970 when a combination of low copper prices and corporate financing 

issues with the then owners forced the operation to close.   Records indicate the majority of 

production occurred between 1916 and 1970 with 70,000 tonnes of ore at a grade of around 

2.9% Cu, 6.9% Zn, 1.1% Pb, 31gpt Ag and 0.3gpt Au won from only the upper levels of the 

modest sized  underground operation in that period. 

 

 

 

 

 
Advantageously 

close to a sealed 

highway, power 

and water 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Located in the 

heartland of US 

copper production  

 

Readily available 

copper extraction 

“know how” 

 

Historical 

production was 

high grade but only 

small 
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Ore was extracted over approximately 200m of strike from an inclined shaft, to a depth of 

around 150m. Additional underground workings were developed to a depth of 200m – but 

no production was recorded from the deeper levels.   

It is understood ore produced from Antler was treated at a nearby milling facility located 

near Yucca approximately 30km away. The Company is currently assessing  whether that 

site, now derelict, with the old milling operation  and its infrastructure still on it, could 

potentially be of commercial value to future Antler production. 

Geological Setting & Mineralisation: Located in Highly Prospective Established 

District of Sizeable VMS Deposits 

Antler is a strata bound pyrrhotite-rich, copper-zinc VMS deposit hosted in a northeast 

trending Precambrian age belt of gneiss and schistose rocks, believed to be of volcanic 

origin. Very importantly,  the deposit is not unique to the area, and like VMS deposit trends 

globally, Antler is considered to be one of a likely cluster of both known, and still to be 

discovered VMS deposits in the district. 

Antler is located approximately 160km east of the United Verde Mine.  United Verde is also 

a VMS deposit and as VMS deposits go, it is a considerably large one, which saw large 

scale production between 1883 and 1975 of 33Mt grading 4.8% Cu and a further 3.9Mt 

grading 10.2% Cu mined from the nearby UVX deposit.    

To put both Antler and United Verde into perspective in terms of their size we note the 

average size of a commercial VMS deposit globally is around the 5 to 10Mt mark grading 2 

to 5% CuEq.  Therefore United Verde is clearly considered a large VMS deposit.  With a 

current historical resource base of 4.66Mt grading over 3.4% CuEq, new drilling delivering 

much wider high grade intersections than ever returned previously, mineralisation still open 

in all directions and similarities to United Verde, Antler is in our view, even at this early 

stage, in a very strong position to build on this resource, and potentially reach and exceed 

10Mt grading between 2 and 5% CuEq. 

Substantial Thick High Grade Mineralisation Now Confirmed in Known Unmined High 

Grade Shoot Areas Beneath Existing Workings. Step Out Drilling Now Testing New 

areas outside of known High Grade areas With Initial Success. 

Knowing previous mining only targeted the thicker and highest grade parts of the known 

mineralisation on the upper levels only,  NWC’s drilling initially and successfully targeted 

shallow unmined zones to confirm their existence. 

Records show that following the cessation of mining in 1970 between 1970 and 1975  a total 

of 19 holes were drilled by the previous owner which delivered some excellent results 

including: 

• 9.66m grading 3.57% Cu, 6.63% Zn, 0.82% Pb, 34.4 gpt Ag and 0.34 gpt Au (U30); 

• 7.62m grading 2.80% Cu, 7.29% Zn, 1.61% Pb, 43.4 gpt Ag and 0.54 gpt Au (DDH12); 

• 5.18m grading 2.90% Cu, 12.58% Zn, 2.08% Pb, 63.1 gpt Ag and 0.42 gpt Au (U16); 

• 7.62m grading 2.47% Cu, 3.52% Zn, 2.81% Pb, 64.5 gpt Ag and 0.46 gpt Au (B-3); 

• 6.40m grading 1.51% Cu, 10.69% Zn, 1.95% Pb, 52.1 gpt Ag and 0.29 gpt Au (U18); 

• 9.14m grading 1.53% Cu, 0.95% Zn, 1.10% Pb and 60.2 gpt Ag  
 
The drilling was sufficient at that time to allow the then owners to undertake and complete a 

new resource estimate and from that derive a mining reserve inventory.  However ailing 

copper prices at that time saw to it that mining never resumed.   

 

Drilling to date has confirmed still open high grade mineralisation down to over 550 metres. 

 

 

 
Previous 

production  

targeted only the 

upper 150m of the 

deposit and even 

then only the 

thicker parts 

leaving behind 

substantial 

amounts of 

remnant resources 

 

 

Located in the 

same district as 

United Verde VMS 

deposit 

 United Verde is a 

large VMS deposit 

where 33Mt  of ore 

was mined up to 

1975 is a prime 

example of the size 

potential of VMS 

deposits in the 

district  

 

 

With a historical 

resource of 4.7Mt 

grading ~3.4% Cu 

Eq Antler already 

qualifies for 

potential to enter 

the next level of 

project size 

 

 

 

 
Drilling 1970-1975  

allowed for the 

estimation of not 

only resources but 

the delineation of 

mining reserves 

that were never 

mined 

 

Drilling has tested 

and confirmed 

open mineralisation 

to a depth of over 
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Antler is about Targeting the Recommencement of High 

Grade Copper Mining in the Near Term 

Mining up to 1970 only targeted the top 150 metres of the deposit and even in that section, 

only the thicker parts. Advantageously for NWC the previous owners developed several 

levels below the base of mining with intent to resume mining which never occurred.  

Drilling commencing in March 2020 initially targeted the unmined sections of the upper 

levels before later moving to testing down dip extensions of known high grade  shoots.  To 

date the drilling has been very successful, consistently demonstrating thick high grade 

intersections of copper dominated polymetallic mineralisation including: 

 23.3m grading 3.48% Cu, 8.84% Zn, 1.24% Pb, 64.4 gpt Ag & 0.50 gpt Au from 445.0m     (6.7% CuEq) 

 30.5m grading 1.99% Cu, 4.85% Zn, 0.09% Pb, 11.1 gpt Ag & 0.46 gpt Au from 408.0m     (3.6% CuEq) 

 17.4m grading 2.63% Cu, 6.72% Zn, 0.64% Pb, 26.9 gpt Ag & 0.26 gpt Au from 382.3m     (4.6% CuEq)  

 10.6m grading 4.15% Cu, 8.22% Zn, 0.69% Pb, 32.4 gpt Ag & 0.50 gpt Au from 410.6m     (6.8% CuEq) 

 22.5m grading 1.72% Cu, 1.53% Zn, 0.23% Pb, 13.2 gpt Ag & 0.13 gpt Au from 353.3m     (2.2% CuEq) 
 

NWC has been careful to ensure drill spacing is adequate in that with a PFS planned for Q1 

2021 based on the resulting resource from the drilling, the Company has had to ensure that 

a substantial portion of the mineralisation encountered will fall in the Indicated category to 

allow the PFS to occur under JORC 2012 guidelines. 

With drilling now having demonstrated continuity within known high grade shoot areas, 

NWC has now switched to extensional drilling mode stepping out the drilling to drill test for 

extensions to mineralisation outside the known high grade shoot areas. The first hole to do 

this has been highly successful intersecting a 22m thick zone of 

mineralisation located 250m below surface and 120m down dip 

from the closest hole. Step out drilling continues with 2 rigs.   

 

 

Previous mining 

only targeted the 

top 150 metres and 

even then only the 

thickest parts. 

 

Since March 2020 

NWC has delivered 

a consistent stream 

of outstanding wide 

high grade 

intercepts much 

thicker than 

historically 

reported  

 

 

Drilling is spaced 

sufficiently to allow  

for PFS work to 

occur under JORC 

guidelines  

 

 

 

Recent shifting 

focus from drilling 

known shoot areas 

to stepping out 

testing extensions 

has resulted in the 

first drill hole 

intersecting over 22 

metres of new 

mineralisation 

outside of defined 

high grade shoot 

area 
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Geophysics (Magnetics & Induced Polarisation) Providing 

Some Compelling Evidence of Antlers Very Significant 

Exploration Upside Potential  

During recent months, NWC undertook detailed magnetic and Induced Polarisation (I.P.)  

geophysical surveys at Antler.  The results, illustrated in the two diagrams below, are very 

encouraging in that the coincident anomalies from the two surveys are not only strong, but 

extend nearly 800 metres to the southwest of the current mine workings and indicate 

additional mineralisation may extend for an additional 200 metres to the northeast of the old 

headframe.  

The geophysical surveys 

have greatly assisted the 

Company in refining and 

prioritising its drill targeting 

and whilst drilling will need to 

be undertaken to confirm the 

continuing existence of thick 

high grade mineralisation, 

associated with the 

anomalies,  the surveys have 

at this stage provided very 

compelling evidence of 

Antler as a deposit being 

significantly larger than 

previously believed.  Drilling 

is now targeting strike 

extensions. 

 

 

Above: Diagram highlighting 

Antler’s long (1km) Magnetic 

signature  

Right: Antler’s coincident intense 

IP anomaly further allowing 

refinement of drill targeting and 

providing strong evidence the 

deposit is likely larger than 

previously believed.  

 

 

 

Ongoing Metallurgical Test Work Progressing Well with No Concerns 

As part of the Company’s assessment of Antler the Company has commissioned detailed 

independent metallurgical work which will be incorporated into the PFS.  

Historical recoveries from 1970 based on a 32,000 tonne ore parcel mined and processed 

were as follows: Copper 87.4%, Zinc 77.7%, Lead 72.6%, Silver 71.9% and Gold 70.3%.  

Whilst those recoveries were very acceptable for that time,  new test work has strongly 

indicated that recoveries could now be significantly improved upon with access to modern 

technologies.  Work continues and we anticipate an update on recovery optimisation in Q1.  

 

 
New magnetics and 

IP geophysical 

surveys have  been 

very successful in 

delineating 

potential upside 

from strike 

extensions to both 

the south west and 

north east 

 

 

 

 
Coincident  

Magnetic and IP 

anomalies provide 

compelling 

evidence Antler is 

likely significantly 

larger than 

previously believed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Metallurgy to date 

has not  thrown up 

anything of 

concern and in fact 

has indicated likely 

significant 

improvements with 

modern extractive 

technology on 

metal recoveries 

compared to those 

achieved in the 

1970s  
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Whilst NWC’s focus is currently almost entirely on Antler, the strength and quality of the 

remainder of the Company’s exploration portfolio, with particular mention to the Tererro 

Copper-Gold-Zinc VMS Project, New Mexico and Colson Cobalt-Copper Project, Idaho 

should not be underestimated. 

Tererro Copper-Gold-Zinc VMS Project, New Mexico : 

Excellent Potential for Near Term Development at Jones Hill  

Maiden Drill Program Anticipated First Half 2021   

Location & Tenure 

Acquired in 2019 NWC’s Tererro Copper-Gold-Zinc Project (“Tererro”) is located 

approximately 120km northeast of Albuquerque in New Mexico.  The Project is located 

within 5km of a sealed road and within 20km of a major highway.  

NWC’s tenure consists of a series of existing and newly staked federal mining claims 

totalling approximately 4,700 acres encompassing the Jones Hill Deposit. 

Geological Setting & Mineralisation  

Jones Hill is an exposed Middle Proterozoic VMS deposit hosted by a metamorphosed 

volcano-sedimentary sequence which also hosts other VMS deposits in the district. 

Historical Production 

Jones Hill which has not seen production, except for minor exploration adits, is located 8km 

south-west of the historical Pecos Mine, another VMS deposit. Between 1927 and 1939 

approximately 2 million tonnes of ore was mined from Pecos averaging 13.1% Zn, 4.0% 

Pb, 0.78% Cu, 116 gpt Ag and 3.63 gpt Au.  

Standout Exploration Prospectivity 

Discovered by prospectors in the 

1930’s  Conoco drilled Jones Hill 

between 1977 and 1981 with 39 

diamond holes.  Between 1981 

and 1984 Conoco’s acquirer 

Santa Fe Pacific Mining (SFPM) 

drilled a further 18 holes from 

surface and underground.  The 

drilling delivered multiple thick 

high grade polymetallic 

intercepts and demonstrated the 

mineralisation, still open, extends 

below 800m. 

The drilling at the time was 

sufficient to allow SFPM to 

undertake a resource estimate.  

Whilst this estimate does not 

currently comply with the current 

JORC 2012 code it nevertheless 

provides strong indication of the 

substantial tonnage and grade  

of the deposit, indicating Jones 

Hill is very much of significant 

commercial interest. 

 

NWC has a 

standout  portfolio 

of quality North 

American 

exploration asserts  

 
Tererro an 

advanced VMS 

project with 

excellent potential 

for near term 

mining at Jones Hill 

 

 

 

 

 

Jones Hill is 

located in a well 

established  VMS 

district 

 
Drilling to date has 

delineated thick 

high grade 

mineralisation 

which remains 

open at depth 

below 800m  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Historical resource 

estimate highlights 

Jones Hill is of 

considerable 

commercial interest  

to commence 

studies into near 

term  high grade 

mining  
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Similar to Antler, NWC has recognised the power of geophysics to identify new targets 

at Tererro.  Magnetics and new I.P. work has generated and enhanced several drill 

targets including: The Macho Deposit, two massive sulphide occurrences in which 

historical drilling appears to have missed the main high grade feeder zone. Hill 9359 

Prospect where a strong IP anomaly coincides with strong Cu and Zn in soils 

anomalies and The Dalton Prospect which has extensive historical workings and rock 

chip samples collected averaging 5.1% Cu, 37.5 gpt Ag and 0.25gpt Au over 2.1m. 

The Company plans to undertake a 2 pronged approach with Tererro. Firstly NWC 

undertake confirmatory and infill drilling to allow a new Indicated-Measured resource to 

be estimated at Jones Hill which would be sufficient to allow Scoping and PFS studies 

to be undertaken and Secondly aggressively explore for extensions to Jones Hill and 

adjacent prospects that have potential to commercially enhance the development of a 

mining operation at Jones Hill. 

After overcoming temporary delays in permitting a new (NWC’s Maiden) drill program,  

is now planned for the first half of 2021. 

Colson Cobalt-Copper Project Idaho Cobalt Belt: Strong 

Encouragement  from Maiden Drilling at Salmon Canyon 

Location & Tenure 

Colson Cobalt Copper Project (“Colson”)  is located approximately 60km northwest of the 

township of Salmon within the historic Idaho Cobalt Belt.  NWC’s tenure consists of a series 

of contiguous exploration and mining tenements covering approximately 6,500 acres over a 

strike length of circa 6km encompassing the historical Salmon Canyon Deposit workings. 

In 2018 NWC undertook its maiden drilling program testing for strike extensions to Salmon 

Canyon Deposit.  The drilling was considered to have been very successful with several drill 

holes returning high grade cobalt intercepts.  Including : 

• 5.5m grading  0.20% Co 
and 0.69 gpt Au, including: 
0.3m grading 1.26% Co, 0.17% 
Cu and 2.95 gpt Au 
(COLDD1811); 

• 1.1m grading 0.18% Co, 

1.43% Cu and 0.74 g/t Au 
(COLDD1810); 

• 1.8m grading 0.13% Co, 

0.56% Cu and 0.26 g/t Au 
(COLDD1801); 

• 1.2m grading 0.15% Co, 

1.47% Cu and 0.23 g/t Au 
(COLDD1803); 

• 1.6m grading 0.12% Co, 

1.42% Cu and 0.77 g/t Au 
(COLDD1810); 

• 1.3m grading 0.15% Co, 

1.18% Cu and 0.56 g/t Au 
(COLDD1806); 

• 1.3m grading 0.11% Co, 

0.45% Cu and 0.24 g/t Au 
(COLDD1812); 

• 3.4m grading 0.04% Co, 

1.51% Cu and 0.31 g/t Au 
(COLDD1808) 

 

 
Additional 

extensional and 

new  drill targets 

defined requiring 

drill testing  

 
Simple 2-prong 

strategy planned  

 
The only reason 

NWC has not 

drilled at Tererro 

yet has been 

temporary delays in 

attaining drilling 

permits 

 

 

 
 Colson: A high 

quality project 

located in the 

internationally well 

renowned Idaho 

Cobalt Belt 

 
Maiden drilling in 

2018 targeting 

extensions to the 

known Salmon 

Canyon cobalt 

mine workings 

delivered excellent 

cobalt values   
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Prospectivity of Colsons Further Enhanced with  Long 

Tom Anomaly 

Following on from initial drilling success at Salmon Canyon, NWC has subsequently 

undertaken geochemical soil sampling and an IP geophysical survey  over its Colson 

leases. 

The work has proven fruitful with the Company having delineated a very exciting  drill target 

named the Long Tom Prospect. 

Long Tom is delineated by highly elevated cobalt and copper soil assays over a 2km strike 

length with Co in soil values  up to 1,095ppm (0.11%Co )  and Cu in soil values up to 

3,930ppm (0.39%Cu), coincident with a very strong IP signature. 

Long Tom is a very exciting high quality target. Putting this prospectivity into peer 

perspective and providing evidence why Long Tom is now the highest priority target at 

Colsons,  we note that for comparison the maximum cobalt in soils geochemical signature at 

Salmon Canyon Deposit  is only 113ppm Co compared to Long Toms 1,095ppm Co 

signature. 

With drilling permit applications already having been approved , we will be watching very 

closely with excitement  when the Company announces that it will be drill testing the Long 

Tom IP anomaly in 2021. 

 

 
Prospectivity of 

Colson further 

enhanced with the  

identification of the 

Long Tom Anomaly  

 
Long Tom is a high 

grade cobalt and 

copper in soils 

anomaly coincident 

with an intense IP 

anomaly similar to 

that seen at Salmon 

Canyon Mine only 

bigger and 

substantially more 

intense   

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drilling application 

approvals to drill 

Long Tom has been 

given  

 

NWC plans to drill 

Long Tom in 2021 
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Corporate & Finance  

As at the end of November 2020, NWC had no debt and cash reserves of $2.5 million (est.). 

Currently with an elevated cash burn rate associated with drilling activities linked to the Antler 

Copper Project, we estimate the Company’s cash burn rate to be around $0.25 million per 

month, for the next two months, followed by a hiatus over the Christmas period before 

resumption of a potentially higher burn rate associated with continued drilling and increased 

activities associated multiple drilling rigs, the resumption of the metallurgical work and Pre 

Feasibility Study.  Whilst NWC remains funded at the moment (we estimate NWC currently 

has circa $2.5 million cash on hand), a capital raising will need to occur either late Q1 or early 

Q2 2021 assuming the continued delivery of favourable exploration results. 

Peloton Capital Pty Ltd 

Board & Management  

Richard Hill – Chairman  

Mr Hill is a geologist and solicitor with ~25 years’ experience in the resources industry 

having practical geological experience as a mine based and exploration geologist in a range 

of commodities. 

Richard has been a founding director for a number of successful ASX-listed companies. He  

is currently a Non Executive Director for Sky Metals Limited.  Previous directorship roles 

include Aurelia Metals Limited, Strandline Resources Limited and chair for Genesis Minerals 

Limited. 

Mike Haynes – Managing Director  

Mr Haynes has over 25 years’ experience in the international resources industry as a 

geologist and geophycist and has explored for a wide variety of ore deposit styles 

throughout Australia and extensively in Southeast and Central Asia, Africa, Europe, South 

and North America. 

Mr Haynes has held technical positions with both BHP Minerals and Billiton plc. He has 

worked extensively on project generation and acquisition throughout his career. During the 

past 13 years he has been intimately involved in the incorporation and initial public offerings 

of numerous resources companies, and in the ongoing financing and management of those 

and other companies. 

Mike holds a joint Honours degree in Geology & Geophysics from the University of Western 

Australia  

Tony Polglase – Non Executive Director  

Mr Polglase has over 40 years experience working globally in different mining disciplines for 

companies including Ashanti, Rio Tinto, TVX and Ivernia in Africa, Europe, the Former 

Soviet Union, Australia, and, for the last decade, in Brazil.  

Mr Polglase was most recently both a founder and the Managing Director of Avanco 

Resources Limited, which he took to production and, later, acquisition by OZ Minerals 

Limited for $418 million in 2018. 

Tony holds a Bachelor of Engineering First Class Honours degree in Metallurgy from the 

Camborne School of Mines and Higher National Certificates in both Mechanical Engineering 

and Electrical Engineering. 
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Tony recognised 

early on the quality 

of NWC’s North 

American asset 

portfolio and its 

geological 

similarities to the 

Avanco Resources 

portfolio in Brazil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A busy Q1 and Q2 

2021 should 

provide for a 

constant stream of 

positive news flow  
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Peloton Capital Pty Ltd  

Disclaimer & Disclosure  

Disclaimer & Disclosure of Interests:  This report is provided by Peloton Capital Pty Ltd (Peloton) (ABN 22 149 540 018, AFSL 406040) 
and is general in nature.  It is intended solely for the use of wholesale clients, within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act 2001. 
This report must not be copied or reproduced, or distributed to any person, unless otherwise expressly agreed by Peloton.  This document 
contains only general securities information or general financial product advice. The information contained in this report has been obtained 
from sources that were accurate at the time of issue, including the company’s ASX releases which have been relied upon for factual 
accuracy. The information has not been independently verified. Peloton does not warrant the accuracy or reliability of the information in this 
report. The report is current as of the date it has been published. 

In preparing the report, Peloton did not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any 
specific recipient. The report is published only for informational purposes and is not intended to be personal financial product advice. This 
report is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial product. Peloton is not aware whether a recipient intends to rely on this report 
and is not aware of how it will be used by the recipient. Before acting on this general financial product advice, you should consider the 
appropriateness of the advice having regard to your personal situation, investment objectives or needs. Recipients should not regard the 
report as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. 

Peloton may assign ratings as ‘speculative buy’, ‘buy’ and ‘sell’ to securities from time to time. Securities not assigned are deemed to be 
‘neutral’. Being assigned a ‘speculative buy’, ‘buy’ or ‘sell’ is determined by a security total return potential, with the total return potential being 
aligned to the upside or downside differential between the current share price and the targeted price within a specified time horizon, if 
deemed appropriate. 

The views expressed in this report are those of the analyst/author named on the cover page. No part of the compensation of the analyst is 
directly related to inclusion of specific recommendations or views in this report. The analyst/author receives compensation partly based on 
Peloton revenues as well as performance measures such as accuracy and efficacy of both recommendations and research reports. 

Peloton believes that the information contained in this document is correct and that any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations 
are reasonably held or made at the time of its compilation in an honest and fair manner that is not compromised. However, no representation 
is made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of any estimates, opinions, conclusions or recommendations (which may change 
without notice) or other information contained in this report. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Peloton disclaims all liability and 
responsibility for any direct or indirect loss that may be suffered by any recipient through relying on anything contained in or omitted from this 
report. Peloton is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this report and has no obligation to tell you when 
opinions or information in this report change. 

Peloton does and seeks to do business with companies covered in research. As a result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a 
conflict of interest which it seeks to manage and disclose. 

Peloton and its directors, officers and employees or clients may have or had interests in the financial products referred to in this report and 
may make purchases or sales in those the financial products as principal or agent at any time and may affect transactions which may not be 
consistent with the opinions, conclusions or recommendations set out in this report. Peloton and its Associates may earn brokerage, fees or 
other benefits from financial products referred to in this report. Furthermore, Peloton may have or have had a relationship with or may provide 
or has provided, capital markets and/or other financial services to the relevant issuer or holder of those financial products. 

Specific Disclosure: The analyst does not hold securities in NWC. 
Specific Disclosure: The report has been reviewed by NWC for factual accuracy. 
Specific Disclosure: As of 24th November 2020, Peloton Capital or its employees held 9.3m shares in NWC.  This position may change at 
any time and without notice, including on the day that this report has been released.  Peloton and its employees may from time to time own 
shares in NWC, and trade them in ways different from those discussed in research. Peloton Capital may arrange the buying and selling of 
securities on behalf of clients. 

Copyright: Peloton Capital Pty Ltd, 2020.  All rights reserved. 

Risks Associated with Investing in New World Resources Limited 

Potential investors need to be aware that investment in New World Resources Limited, like all investments in junior resource companies, is of 
a highly speculative nature. Normal share market risk conditions apply including commodity prices, currency fluctuations, sentiment, supply 
and demand and general economic outlook. Normal exploration, development and production risks also apply as well as operating, 
environmental, native title risks. 


